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Col. W. A. Cunningham's Terminal Leave Will Begin
In Spring. Vets Taking Advanced ROTC Will Get Gl
Aid and ROTC Pay. More ROTC units

Junior and Senior Classes Go To Bat For
Class Organizations. First Organization
Of Either Sophomore or Freshmen Since '43

Colonel W. A. Cunningham, Professor of Military Science
and Tactics and Commandant of Clemson College, has announced that the Fourth Service Command has requested
the War Department to designate a successor to the PMS&T
at Clemson College as Col. Cunningham will reach his retirement age in July 1946 and is expected to go on terminal
leave three months prior to that date. Col. Cunningham has
served as PMS&T and Commandant at Clemson since October 1943.

Rifle Team Is Off
To Good Start With
Sixty-Five Members
The Clemson Rifle team held its
first meeting of the year, Nov. 30,
with sixty-five members present.
The first meeting was concerned
with reorganization and giving
the new members a few of the fundamental laws of rifle shooting.
Since then the team ha? stood
several sighting tests and have
done some target practice during
their regular weekly meetings.

I

Following the holidays the team
will begin intensive practice for
their first meet which will be with
the Fourth Service
Command
R.O.T.C. team on Jan. 19. The
outcome of this meet will determine the winner of the William
Randolph Hearst prize.
The team is scheduled to compete with Michigan State and University of Pittsburgh. A team of
ten men will be used in each of
these meets.
All of the Clemson teams will
fire for the International Championship later on in the season.
A banquet has been planned for
the winning team by Col. Cunningham. Naturally the competition will be keen for this
honor.

Rhyne And Sultis
Highest Mid-Term
Honor Students

Colonel Cunningham also stated
that information has been received
by his office stating that veterans
coming to school under the GI Bill
of Rights and taking Advanced
ROTC training will be allowed to
continue to draw financial aid under the GI Bill plus the $370 that
is paid to all students taking the
advanced course.
The Colonel urged that all veterans, between the age of 19 and
26, investigate the many opportunities the newly reactivitated
ROTC has if he does not hold a
commission in the ORC. All Cadets in the advanced course will be
given a complete type of officers
uniform. The advanced course will
be started' here at Clemson at the
beginning of the second semester.
Colonel Cunningham went on to
state that in anticipation of a
large increase in the number of
ROTC units .to be installed here
under the new ROTC activation
policy, it is anticipated that units
of Infantry, Air Corps, Armored
Forces, and Engineers will be established here in the near future.
The Infantry will be the basic
and largest unit. The PMS&T will
be a colonel of Infantry of the regular establishment. He will be assisted by assistants who are Lt.
Cols, of the other branches. In
addition, two Majors and two Captains of each arm together with
high ranking non-commissioned officers will augment the Military
Staff.

Jungaleers Are
Reorganized Under
H. H. Bufferworth
The
"Jungaleers," Clemson's
smooth dance orchestra, has resumed playing for dances and has
almost booked solid for the next
two months. The orchestra is
ficiently led by torrid trumpeteeel,
H. H. Butterworth of Atlanta. The
orchestra is composed of five
saxes, three trumpets, two trombones, drums, base, guitar, and a
piano.
The boys in the band are: A. B.
Robinson, J. A. Suddeth, L. E. Williams, R. B. Gasque, Jr., C. A.
Hutto, E. E. Jones, T. M. Wolfe,
J. W. Wells, J. S. Smith, C. R.
Rush, R. G. Mace, J. E. Cothran,
and R. B. Soubeyroux. E. E. Jones
serves as business manager and
booking agent in addition to his
trumpet duties. B. B. Smith and
W. G. Carr are the publicity managers.
The rythm makers have a large
variety of orchesti'ations, including the present popular tunes of
the day and the all-time favorites
everyone clings to. These clever
arrangements are capably handled
by the "Jungaleers" and expertly
presented for the enjoyment of the
dancing public.
The boys made their first official debut at Limestone on Saturday night, December 1. They also
have dances booked for Anderson,
Greenville, Clinton, Ware Shoals,
and Augusta, Ga., during the
months of December and January.
•The "Jungaleers" will play for an
all night dance at the Bob Jones
Country Club, New Years night,
in Augusta, Ga.

For the first time since 1943 the sophomore and freshman
classes have held an election of officers. The sophomore
class held its election on Monday, December 10, under the
supervision of R. S. Collins, president of the Junior ClassThe election of the president was directed by Collins. D. A.
Kennerly, Cordova, was elected to this office by a substantial

G. E. Metz, Clemson Registrar,
recently released the mid-term list
of those who have done excellently
in scholastic work. This report is
made in the form of "pink slips"
which are sent to the parents of
the recipients.
The report showed that E. H.
Rhyne, GS '49, received the hip!"
est number of "pink slips" in cap
turing honors »for the current semester. Rhyne, who is the son of
Mr. and Mrs.O. P. Rhyne of Clemson, received six "pink slips."

'^^smwmmmmmmmm'
Holidays

Begin On

Dec. 20th - Poole
Dr. Poole has announced that.
Christmas Holidays will begin
December 20 at \-M P. Mi.' and
end January 2 at 16:60 P. M.
This will be our first Postwar Christmas, which to many
of us and our families will
mean a happy and much anticipated reunion.
Here's wishing all of our
readers, their families, and
friends the most joyous Christmas ever, and may the coming
year offer more prosperity and
less corruptness to all of us.

HOLTZENDORFF, ///
RETURNS FROM CHINA
Capt. P. B. H«ltzendorff, III, GS
I '41, has returned to the campus
after serving 14 months overseas
in China and India. He flew 11
combat missions with the 51st
Fighter Sq. as a P-51 pilot.
Dr. L. D. Huff, new head of
the Clemson Physics Department
began his duties on Nov. 15. Dr.
Huff succeeds Dr. J. C. Hendricks who had requested to be
relieved of his administration duties.

While in China, Capt. Holtzendorf and other Clemson Alumni
serving in that area had ^iany
banquets at Kanming and enjoyed
the fellowship of old Clemson days.

CADETS ATTEND

Silver Star Medal f ervice Forces
Awarded Breazeale Inspector Comes
The Silver Star Medal which has
been posthumously awarded to ■To College
First
Lieutenant
Kennon
S.
(Breezy )Breazeale, AH '42, was
presented to his eighteen months
old son, "Ken" S. Breazeale, Jr.,
at an informal ceremony on Dec.
4th at Mrs. Elsie Bennet Breazc-ale's home in Clemson. The piesentation was made by Col. W. A.
Cunningham in the , presence of
the immediate family and a few
close friends.
The citation which accompanied
the medal read in part as follows:
"For gallantry in action against
any enemy of the United States in
Germany, on 10 February, 1945
The initiative and courage displayed by this officer reflects
great credit on himself and the
armed forces of the United States".
At the time of his death in Feb.
1945, Lt. Breazeale had been overseas for ten months, and was serving with the Fourth Division, 22nd
Infantry.
Lt. Breazeale held the rank of
Cadet Colonel during his senior
year at Clemson and was a member of Scabbard & Blade and Blue
Key. He was also leader of the
Senior Platoon. He returned to
Clemson in 194JJ and served as Adjutant in the Commandant's office
for 18 months.

Christmas Services Are Col. Thackston
Held In Local Churches New Assf. PMS&T
Clemson had its first celebration of the Christmas Season
on the night of December 16, when the Baptist, Methodist,
and Presbyterian Churches each presented a special Christmas Program The other two campus churches, the Catholic
and the Episcopal, are planning to have their usual Midnight
Service on Christmas Eve.
A pageant entitled "O Gladsome
Light," a service of candlelights
and songs, was presented by the
Presbyterian Church. A choir
made up of members of the In- '
termediate and Junior Sunday
School Classes, rendered a number
of selections. Boys from Clemson High were the candlelighters ;

J. E. Sultis, a football player
and a veteran from Tennessee, was
runner up for scholastic honors in
receiving five "pink slips". The
following men received four: D. K
Banks, R. H. Berly, W. B. Greyard
W. B. Britton, and W. V. Strasser

and cadets were ushers. The entire pageant was under the direction of Mrs. Dan P. Thompson.
The Methodist vesper service,
"For God So Loved the World"
was in the form of a playlet. As
has been the case for past Christmas • services, the auditoi ium of
(Continued an page 4)

Colonel W. A. Cunningham ,Inf.,
PMS&T,. has announced the addition of Colonel Albert _ J. Thackston Jr., EE '26, to the Clemson
College Commandant's .Staff as Assistant
Professor of
Military
Science and Tactics.
Colonel Thackston, who will report for duty here January 2, 1946,
entered the regular army upon his
graduation from Clemson in 1926.
Upon entering the army, he served
as a Second Lieutenant under Colonel Cunningham for five years.
Colonel Thackston holds the rank
(Continued on page 4)

A regular Army service forces
inspection was held at Clemson last
week. Capt. G. W. McLogan was
the inspecting officer, and Colonel
Leroy Niekols, director of training
of the Fourth Service Command,
met the Captain for attendance of
the inspection. To date, both officers have expressed themselves
well pleased with the training installations.
Included in the inspection were
the Barracks, mess, grounds in
general, military classes, academic
classes, and general facilities.
Captain McLogan's tour of inspection includes North Georgia
College and the service installations at Fort Benning, Feorgia.

Sgt. T. H. Paschal!
To Be Discharged
Sgt. Taylor H. Paschal, who has
been- an Assistant to the Commandant since January of 1943, expects his discharge from the service shortly. Sgt. Paschall, popularly known to the Cadet Corp as
"Chief", expects to leave Clemson
within the next two weeks.
Sgt. Paschal graduated from
Durham High School, and took a
post graduate commercial course
there. He attended Duke University for three and a half years, and
then entered his father's business
as sales manager. While at Duke,
he was assistant business manager
of the Archieve, a monthly literary
publication, and a member of
Kappa Alpha Fraternity. "Chief"
volunteered for the army in 1940,
and was first stationed at Fort
Jackson. He remained there for
two years, and was then transferred to Clemson.
In a farewell statement, Sgt.
Paschall said, "My stay at Clemson has 'been most pleasant, I like
South Carolina, its institutions,
and friendly, genuine people residing therein. I plan to make my
home in Greenville."

Kennerly Reports
On Y Drive
D. A. Kennerly in a statement
Friday to the TIGER stated that
the Y membership drive was one
of. the most successful that had
ever been staged on the campus.
Every company has reported an
average contribution or pledge of
$1.00 or more per person.
A final check of the drive revealed that between Dec. 11 and 14
"E" Company was leading followed by "C", "F", "G", "A" and
"B". Band Company had not reported at the time the check was
made.
The drive is being carried out
under the direction of the Y. Cabinet and the Junior, Sohpomore,
and-Freshmen councils.
Student leaders on various companies are J. G. Dobbings, R. R.
Metellee, R. S. (Shorty) Collins,
J. W. (Jimmy) Hawkins, W. S.
(Bill) Reasonover, W. M. Patrick,
and J. W. (Johnny) Evans.
The drive will continue after the
Christmas holidays until Jan. 10.
All students who have not filled in
a Clemson "Y" Interest Locater
Sheet are asked to see their company Y Drive leader-.

Big Dance In Feb.
Autumn Bell Is
Termed Success
Above is Cadet E. F. Byars,
M. E. '46, of Rock Hill who has
led Clemson's "Tiger Platoon"
through the drill season of four
successful semeters. Cadet Byars is also a member of the Senior Council, Sect, of the Senior
Class, and Busines Manager of
the C.D.A. The next drill season
for the "Tiger Platoon" will begin next spring when practice is
started for the Mother's Day
Drill.

MEETING HELD

Tewkesbury Is Elected
Head

majority after which he took, over
and handled the elections of a vicepresident
secretary-treasurer, and a
class Historian.
W. M. Patrick,
Smoaks, was
elected v i c ep resident, and
E, P. Spivey,
Lorris, received the largest
number of votes for secretarytreasurer. J. A. Mahaffey, . Rock
Hill, was elected to the office of
Historian.
The freshman elections, which
were supei vised by the junior
class, took place at a meeting held
in the college chapel recently.
Again Collins directed the election of a president after
which the new
president directed the election
■of men to tha
remaining
offices. The following boys
were chosen forthe office":
D. H. Banks, St. Mathews, president; F. K. Norris, Eutawville. vice
president; W. P. Bolt, Anderson,
secretary-treasurer, and A. ' B.
Robinson, Easley, Histo; ian.
Said Harold Payne, president of
the- Senior Class, "It is hoped, since
all four classes have organized
and chosen leaders, that through
the whole-hearted co-operation of
the students, Clemson may ones
again have the pre-war spirit it
mce enjoyed.

Veteran

Group

The "Autumn Ball," which was
given on Friday and Saturday
nights during homecoming weekend, was termed a big success by
nembers of the CDA. W. C. McEleath, president of the CDA, wishes to thank the cadet corps on behalf of the dance association for
their splendid generosity in con(Continued on page 4)

"Now ya gotta draw th' fig'a."
—Prof. Brow.*i
* * *
"Now put up your work."
Prof. Carter

* * *

"Sixty percent of you should get
it but I will show you."
,—Prof. Harris
"One third of your grad« is
Snatch* grade."—Prof. Curtis.'

a

* $ *
In a meeting called by Senior Class President Harold
Payne, Clemson's veterans organized on Thursday, Decembei
"Sit down, you haven't fot
the 13th- The main purpose of the meeting was to seieci enough sense to a*k a question."
officers, who would in turn establish a united policy for the
—Prof. Fernow
veterans in their relationship with the Administration.
Elected by popular vote were A. M. Tewkesbury, President,
"I'm not nt«an.
At least I
W. B. Greyard, vice-president: and A. A. Atkinson, secretary- don't try to be."
treasurer. A number of questions i
were discussed and the lack of suf- j
ficient heat in the auditorium at'
the time didn't cool down the spir- ]
ited discussion to any degree. Aft- j
er the officers were elected, there
were quite a few demands from the I

floor for Concerted action on the
idea of making the uniform regulation optional for veterans. The
expressed opinion of one veteran
was that this regulation could not
very easily be changed until the
(Continued on Page 4)

—Prof. Wugh
* * *
"What do you say, friend."
Prof. Moseley

* * *

"Come on

into heaven, boys."
"Lord" Collins«.

a^
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CHRISTMAS—
Christmas has rolled around again, and once more we
busy ourselves with buying presents for our friends, planning activities, and securing the Christmas decorations.
These things combine to give us one of our oldest and revered traditions. It is true that this is part of Christmas, but
in this modern age of living where Christmas is commercialized to a great extent, have we forgotten what Christmas
really means? Is it impossible to look back for some 1945
years and recall the day when Christwas born? Yes, this is
impossible, but we can look back and find the story of the
birth of Christ and find the real meaning of Christmas.
It is not impossible to look to the spiritual side of Christmas ; it is not impossible to visualize the birth of Christ
which has been the theme of many books and plays. Many
people have gotten more enjoyment out of Christmas after
they have taken time out to think what it really means. So
let us enter into the Christmas spirit with a prayer of thanks
rather than a prayer of asking.
COMMENDATION

VLW
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* * *
Mr. Joe B. Richardson, former
N. C. State instructor, was recently appointed Assistant Professor
of Agricultural Engineering. Mr.
Richardson received his B.S. degree at Mississippi State and later received his master's degree at
Iowa State.

:!:

Mr. Sherman Dunavan and Mr.
J. A. Berly are in Dallas, Texas,
attending a meeting of the American Association of Economic Entomology.
Professor George Nutt has been
attending a meeting of the American Association of Agricutural Engineers in Chicago. He has now
returned to the Campus.

OUR HONORED DEAD
Greater Love hath no man than this, that a man lay down
his life for his friends,.—John 15:13.

Major Thomas Cathcart, Hort.
'40, who "was a Battalion Commander with the famous 34th
Infantry Regiment of the Victory Division, is returning home
on the army
demobilization
plan. Maj. Cathcart holds the
Bronze Star Medal with an Oak
Leaf Cluster for meritorious
achievement against the Japanese. He is the husband .of Mrs.
Mary E. Cathcart of 1208 College Avenue, Hartsville, S. C.

Roughly

* * *
Lt. Colonel Patrick D. Huff, EE
'36, has recently been passed
through the separation center at
Salisbury, N. C. He is now on
terminal leave. Lt. Colonel Huff
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. S. B.
Huff of Piedmont.

* *

H. C. JONES

*

Dr. O. B. Garrison, Hort. '33,
recently joined the staff of the Ag7iculture Department as Associate
Horticulturist. Dr. Garrison has
been in the army since 1942.

The corps is to be commended for its conduct at the last
concert; there were, however, several instances in which the
conduct was not fitting and appropriate for the occasion.
Needless clapping when changes of stage setup were required was not in keeping with the general tone of the occasion.
This IS NOT directed toward the corps as a whole, but to
those few who persist in such ill-mannered behaviour.
The corps is judged by those few who through their actions create an impression, whether that impression be good
or bad.

1st Lieutenant Martin D. Watkins, Ag. '42, was recently "awarded the Silved Star Medal at
formal ceremony in Battey General Hospital, Rome, Ga., for gallantry in action. Lt. Watkins
left Clemson in 1942 for active
duty with the army._ He was a
platoon leader with the 406th
Regiment of the ll02nd Infantry
Division.

FUTURE JOBS FOR CLEMSON GRADS—
With few exceptions, every Clemson man from S. C. desires, upon his graduation, to find a job that will locate him
in S. C. At present, it is virtually impossible for graduates
in chemistry and engineering to find such jobs in this state.
The reason for this is, of course, that the number of industries in this state is comparatively small.
In view of this fact, the State Legislature early in this
year set up the S. C. Research Planning and Development
Board headed by Mr R. M. Cooper for the purpose of promoting industry in this state.
In his talk to the student body last week, Director Cooper
stated that it is the desire of his office to make new industries in Si-G. §o that jobs jfor all graduates of S. C. institutions ma^Be .^cured in th|§?state.
*
It appears, therefore, that future years will bring an increasing demand in S. C for college graduates in technical
courses£~,Consequently, the opportunity will soon arise for
more Ofemson men to do their part in making South Carolina a greater state.

Robert Lee Arial, Jr., Ag. '40,
of Sylva, N. CJ., was a campus visitor recently. He was still in uniform.

TOMORROW WILL BE TOO LATE—

S-2ic W. N. Youmans, '44-'45
Ag, and S 2!c S. G. Eaves, '44-45
Pre-Med, of Ellenton, have been
united on their third and second
transatlantic trips respectively.
They were roommates while at
Clemson and they also entered the
U. S. Maritime Service together,
but there they were separated after "boot camp."

Lt. Col. B. D. Cloaniger has just
returned from Japan and has resumed his duties as head of the
Fertilizer Department.

* * *

*

* *

Lt. D. B. Rosenkrans, U.S.N.R.
made a speech at Corinth, Miss,
ion Oct. 25, in which he gave "a
brilliant portrayal of the part
the U. S. Navy played in winning the war and what Navy Day
means in the year 1946. Lt.
Rosenkrans, communications officer of the 8th Naval District,
was speaking to the Kiwanis Club
in observance of Navy Day.
Lt. Col. Tom Milford, Ag. '29, is
now
operating the
Chambers
Printing Company. He and his
wife, the former Miss Dorothy
Cary, are occupying a house next
door to the Hoke Sloans.

* * *
Dr. G. H. Aull attended a conference in Washington of leaders in
a project being conducted jointly
by the Southern Experiment Stations under the title, Agricultural
Adjustments to improve farming
opportunities in the South. Dr.
Aull is not only leader of the project in this state, but has been
asked by the Southern Directors
to serve as Project Adviser for the
region.

Student participation in activities and organizations is at
a minimum ebb; those who heartily criticize existing conditions have demonstrated no initiative toward the solution of
the problems. In this respect, the present attitude of the
studenfjjj inclines toward evasion of responsibility. With the
eessatic$h of hostilities a majority of underclassmen will be
permitted to continue their education without interruption.
Now is the time to take a more active part in extra-curricular*activities; until more interest is shown,, there will be
D. E. Crawford, Assistant Agrino incentive to activate many of the ole organizations and
cultural Economist, was in Atlanta
activities.
^s
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one day last week in the interest
of some work being done for the
department in cooperation with the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
* * *
The Experiment and Extension
Staffs held a conference December 12 here at Clemson at which
time a discussion was held on various government programs affecting agriculture. The discussion
was led by Dr. Sherman E. Johnson; chief of the Division of Farm
Mangement and cost in the bureau of Agricultural Economics,
USDA. Dr. Johnson is now a
visiting professor in the department of Agricultural Economics
and Rural Sociology here at Clemson.

FIREWORKS
As th«! Christmas season approaches, one can not but
think of the noises of war that engulfed the world for the
past feS^ years. Especially is this true as we see the returned veteran on the campus and on the street corners.
On,the campus it has been observed that the same power
that wgs used to kill men and injure men has been put to another ape by some few ROTC and ASTRP students. A use
not to4rill and injure men,intentionally, but rather to have
some i»wn on the part of these persons. Perhaps this group
does not realize that their fun is torture to others in that it
brings-'Jback memories of a world at war. A world of men
being Killed and wounded by the same powder that is bringing'enjoyment to some.
Let: us do away with these loud noises from fireworks
that cafn put out eyes, cause serious burns, and shatter the
This discussion was attended by
peaceful minds of war weary men. Let us help our returncounty agents and members of the
ing veterans to enjoy a peaceful Christmas in a peaceful local Experiment and Extension
world free from reminders of warS taffs.

Comments and critcisms appearing in The Tiger are intended to be constructive; to those feeling ill-censored the
salient fact remains that sufficiently forceful conditions exist to warrant corrective action or further clarification. The
Tiger, organ of the cadet corps, is published on the precept
of service to Clemson and the corps; youthful journalists
may oftimes lack finesse and subtleness in manner of presentation, the feature which may lead some to feel ill-censored or perceive a meaning totally alien to that which was
intended.

:}!
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Lt. Col. James T. Mann, '37 EE
of Savannah, Ga., is on his way
home after serving 30 months in
the Pacific. The last three months
of this time he was in Japan.
* :!: *
HA l|c B. F. Hagood, Jr., '43'44 T.E., of Easley, writes
friends here at Clemson that his
ship, the U.S.S. Haven will soon
be on its way back to the states
after having completed a mercy
mission in the Pacific. Hagood
doesn't think his duties with the
ship will be over for a good
while yet, even though the number of its crew will soon be cut
in number to a near minimum.

* * *

Lt. B. J. Linder, Jr., is serving
with the 364th Inf., at Amchitka,
Alaska. He writes that Lt. Bruce
Hamilton, one of his classmates,
is in his battalion. Linder is looking forward to the time that he
will again be back at Clemson.
Capt. J. S. Richards, is flying a
C-46 in China, and he writes that
he has flown many times from his
base, Asam, to Cuming. Two of
the items he enjoys and looks
forward to most are the Tiger and
the "Y" Newsletter.

*

*

*

F|0 C. D. Salley, Agr. 43-44
writes Mr. Holtzy that he has just
recently seen J. S. Adair, the first
Clemson alumni he has seen since
his entry into the service. Salley is
stationed on a small volcanic island
off the tip of Samar at the present, but he hopes to finish his overDuring the period encompassed the military department. Now, seas service soon.
by the war, it was logical that "powever, it is imperative that much
modificatoins of custom and' tra> authority and control be returned
Gordon C. Hoffman, EE '31, has
dition be instituted in view of the to the corps. Military pursuits recently been promoted from Majdiversified
educational services are not the specific objectives of or to Lieutenant Colonel while serrendered the armed forces by the educational services rendered by ving in the China Air Service Comcollege. Such modifications need the college but fall into a second- mand. His wife and daughter live
no longer hamper the innumer-iiary category. The military staff at 4214 Devine St., Columbia,
able factors comprising tradition is stationed here only in a train South Carolina.
* * *
supervisory capacity.
and custom, each forming part of ing and
the mould Clemson men. No ob- Thereby, definite limits control the
Major Theodore M. Hoffer, EE
department, '38, has recently been transferred
jections will be encountered to activities of that
those modifications the college limits which it well behooves that to _.Camp _Ting -Hao, -Running,
deems advisable to retain provided department to grasp. This is not China.
* * *
they are justified and cannot be to be construed as criticism of the
easily and effectively refuted. In- department as it currently exists
The following Clemson graduatdoctrination of freshmen is upper- but rather is it a reminder of the es and formed students are attendclass responsibility; on the upper- limit of operations.
ing the Shrevenham American Uniclasses rests the future shape of
Upon the cadet officers rests versity in England: First Lt. MorClemson men.
'(the responsibility for the effec- ris Moore, T-r Andrew H. Grigory,
tiveness and efficiency of the Corporal Riley M. Waters, S-Sgt.
Much commendation is to be
cadet corps; casual observation Rufus D. Lewis, First Lt. Robert
given the faculty for services
rendered during the war. Fac-t will reveal much room for im- H. McElveen.
provement. Notable currently
These service personnel are takulty committees, provided they
is a certain sloppiness of dress ing many short courses made posare committees in more than
which tends to disprove the tra- sible by this army sponsored uniname only, will be of great help
dition of a well dressed cadet versity.
in effectively stabilizing and sol$
J(e
ije
corps.
ving many problems. With the
Lt.
Col.
Jim
F.
Callaham, '29
prospect of an imminent uniVisitors on the Clemson campus
form revision, it is suggested always remark of the friendliness is now stationed at Fort Statesthat committee on uniforms be that prevails; that friendliness is enbery, in the Philippines. He
established. Faculty assistance slowly slipping into a vague mem- had hoped that he?could be back
will be required in the activation ory of the past, and without warn- in the States in time far a few of
of organizations and publications ing a Clemson man will need an in- the Clemson football games, but,
which cannot be activated by troduction. Remember, "A Clem- unfortunately he was disappointstudents; it is desirable that son Man Needs No Introduction." ed and it will probably be spring
much faculty interest be taken Much used locations are provided now before he gets home.
* * *
in these activities commensu- with receptacles for trash, but
Lt.
Thomas
A. Turner is with
rate with the necessity of such through thoughtlessness those con
activities to college life.
tainers are seldom used. Think be- the 382nd M P. Bn at the UniverDuring the period of diversified fore you throw the next piece of sity of Heidleburg, Germany. From
educational services rendered the paper on the ground; demonstrate his description of the University,
armed forces, it was natural that your pride in Clemson construc- it is truly a beautiful place. Turner says that there are scores of
even more control be delegated to tively.
Clemson men there.
* * *
Capt. Al. W. 'Cooner, writes from
Asakigawa, that the war hasn't
touched that part of Japan at all
except for rationing. Ski troops
and pack calvary were trainel
there because of its geograpical
location.
* * *
Lt. J. D. Watson, Jr., Chem.
Eng. 43-44 of Blaney, has been
made a company commander in
the 81st Division,
stationed
L. F.
somewhere in Austria. Recently
THEILING
he played football with the camp
team and he says there is quite
We might as well face the truth: The Clemson student a contrast between this type of
body is below par!! We all know this to be a true fact yet we game and the type of game he
school.
seem to do nothing to right this great wrong. There are some played in high
* * *
few of us who want to do the right things but we can do
Pfc. James D. Boykin, '44-'45,
nothing without the aid of the entire student body. We must
all cooperate together and stand up for our rights regard- C.E., of Georgetown, has been
moved from Sapporo, Japan, to
less of the consequences.
Yokohama. While at Clemson he
the
campus
which
invariably
inThe things that went on at "Old
was drum major for the cadet corps
Clemson" should be re-instated and volved a broom or paddle, the
band.
not allowed to be permanently shaving of "rat's" heads, the well
* * *
snuffed out by a few people who known "cuckoo" parties, and many
Cpl. Charles E. Emanuel, of
know nothing about them and who
other things far too numerous to Rimbert, writes home that he has
may feel that they are childseen many interesting places durmention.
ish or undignified. I am speaking
In the past a freshman had ing his service in France. Emanuel
of such things as the initiations his head shaved completely but was seriously wounded shortly after he arrived overseas a year ago.
(Continued on page 4)
into the various organizations on

TALK

of the

TOWN

that he (Oscar) heard that Paulling is looking for a set of Captains buttons to be in his stocking Christmas morning.
that Theiling should bring his
head below the clouds and associate with fellow cadets more
often.
that reports from Winthrop
state that E. L. Thomas is a senioi
and even rates more privileges
than most seniors. Could that be
because he was a U. S. O. hostess?
that he would like to see Mr.
Capt. Fireball Freeman use his
three button authority to improve
his football players' personnel.
that if Co. Commander McKinnon ever hopes to get that third
button he should try meeting a few
formations and signing the "Bust"
sheets should mean more to him
than self glory.
that this Adjutant's job must be
contagious. Now Baby Face Ervin
even looks like Herr Himmler with
that pink cap.
that he would like to retract the
statement about "Sgt. Dimples"
Jeffords being worth fifty cents.
He (Oscar) just found out that the
fifty cent piece he swallowed was
counterfeit,
That makes "Sgt.
Dimples" worthless.
that for the information of some
Columbia College damsels, who
don't think that Tom Wallace has
the qualifications of a Lover, even
SNAKES can love.
Remember
Goodale ?
that sooner or later Coleman is
going to have to settle down tc
Drue. He is too little and innocent
to keep too many on the string.
that somebody should pull Morris out of the fog. He has been
sucked in long enough.
that Rigby is getting to be the
biggest Butt in school.
that he (Oscar) wonders what
happened at the houseparty Harper
and Ridgeway had planned for the
week-end - - - or why not ask
Joyce and Jean.
that somebody ought to give

Pinson the book, "Twenty-three
Different Ways to Kiss." Accqrding to Jo he doesn't even know one
way.
that he (Oscar) wished that
Reasonover would quit snooping around so much. He knows more
than he (Oscar) does!
that somebody should inform
E. O. Harris that he (Oscar) meant
that B. T. O. remark sarcasticly
and didn't intend for it to give him
the Big Head.
that he (Oscar) bets that if
Chief Paschal knew who Oscar is
he'wouldn't have approved his last
permit.
Hats off to Reasonover for not
revealing Oscar's identity to Paschal.
that Whitehead sure thinks he
is a woman killer. Something'
must have killed them all because
he hasn't been seen with any live
ones lately.
that if Hawkins keeps assuming
so much authority because of the
stripes on his arm somebody is
liable to put some similar stripes
on his parking area.
that he (Oscar) has come to the
conclusion that Lowman invited
his girl up for a night of intermissioning instead of a night of
dancing.
that it looks as if Horse Eyes
McCullough would learn that it
doesn't pay to go around sllngirig
caddy remarks all of the time.
that he (Oscar) thought a lot -of
Friday until he picked up Fant's
ways.
that there sure was a lot of
boys robbing the cradle at the last
dance. Don't you agree with me,
Petros ?
that he can't understand why
R. D. Ballenger's case hasn't been
read out in the mess hall. He (Oscar) also thinks that he should
have been busted as other boys
have been for less serious offenses.

By J. N. Rigby
WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR CHRISTMAS
J. C. Meadows — Greenville —2
I want that little blonde.
T. M, Wolfe — Orangeburg — 2
O' I just want Lee Wilde.
J. N. Berry — Greenville — 1
I want a "Citidle" colonel wrapped up in cellophane.
J. B. Berry, Jr. — Greenville —1
I want a 1946 Buick "8" convertible.
R. G. Mace— Marion — 1
I want; &J5'2?* "sandy, blonde.
R. B. Gasque — Marion — 1
I want an automobile to get around to these colleges in.
T. J. Wesse — Andrews — 1
Doesn't matter.
D. F. Dellinger — Andrews — 1
I want a real life doll with ruby
red lips.
"Gil" Rushton — Greenville —1
I just want my woman..
J. H. Phillips—Raleigh, N. C—1
I just want'a git home.

H. E. Paulling—St. Mathews—2
I want to date my girl every
night and I also want CAPTAIN'S BUTTONS.
T. E. Wallace—Bennettesville—3
I wish to toe able to get to New
Orleans for New Years.
"Pee Wee" Coleman-*-Saluda—4
"Drue."
J. B. Harmon—McCormick—1
Just want an apple.
J. B. Cpthran—Inman—2
I want 'a 1946 Cadallic.
J. A. Chandler—Clinton—2
I want a size 28 belt.
J. M. Perry—Charlotte, N. C—2
I just want a real life baby doll.
A. J. Rigby, Jr.—Kingstree—3
I want heap much good loving
from that sweet little woman.
J. A. Suddeth—Clinton—-3
I want Santa to bring my mother
a^aughter-in-law.

Letters To

Tom Clemson
Dear Tom,
If you were not cemeirted down
to your chair in front of the Main
Building, I know that you would
be running about the campus,
voicing your protest against the
changes that have taken place in
your school in the past few years.
Yes, Tom, the old "Clemson Spirit"
is really gone. Let's look over the
situation and find the reasons for
its disappearance.
One of the most noticeable
changes is the .gradual easing up
of the well-known "rat system."
during my freshman year at Clemson a freshman uas a "RAT" and
was treated a.? such. Even though
he wouldn't admit it then, 'ie had
one hell of a big time. As soon as
be finished the registration line,
his head was shaved as smooth as
a cue ball, and hia "parking erea"
was glowing like a ligth bulb. (It
continued to glow for the entire
year!) That first night, and for
many nights after, every rat was
duly initiated into the great fraternity of Clemson men. Every day
during which the 12-1 period was
vacant saw broom and paddle parties take place on almost every

company hall. If the rn'3 got too
sassy and began feeling like up]-.or-classmen too early in the year,
organized pep meetings were be£d
on the halls after suppei, and for
many a night afterward the rats
siept on their stomachs and sat on
pillows. In 1940-41 my company
had the reputation of being the
toughest in the cadet corps on rats;
however, it also had the reputation of being the "nutsiest," and
it had more spirit than any three
companies put together. The companies which were easy on their
rats were known for their sloppiness and lack of spirit. The old
adage "Spare the rod and spoil
the child" proved many times to
be "Spare the paddle and spoil the
rats and the company." Things
have really changed. Recently I
was at Clemson and was I shocked! Most of the rats weren't even
recognizable as such with the new
rat crew cuts ordered by the authorities. By the middle of the secvond day many of them had not
as yet felt the pat of a paddle or
the swat of a broom (that now 30(Continued on Page 4)

Jenkins Selected
And Third Team

Tigers Lose To Wake
Forest 13 -6 In Last Game

- Southern
-American

Clemson took an early lead in their homecoming game
with Wake Forest, but the Deacons bounded back in the second half to score two touchdowns and win 13-6. The game
was played before some 15,000 spectators, and wis the first
Southern Conference defeat for the Tigers.
Before the game was five minutes old Butch Butler
quick-kicked a beautiful 57 yard boot that rolled dead on the
Wake Forest two yard line. The Deacons failed to gain and
punted. Butler scored a few plays later from the 11 yard
line on an off-tackle run to the right. Cagle's attempted conversion was slightly wide.

FIVE SELECTED
WAKE FOREST GAME
FOR ALL-STATE
The Wake Forest Deacons spoiled Clemson's homecoming

Center Ralph Jenkins has been
selected on the AP and UP allsouthern first teems, and was
picked on the third team AP ailAmerican roster. This makes the
second consecutive year he has received all-southern honors. Jenkins is a junior and was captain
of the Tiger eleven this season.
Five Clemson players were picked on the AP all-state first team.
Marion "Butch" Butler, Clemson's
pre-war halfback who returned at
mid-season, was the only repeater from any previous all-state
team; he was on the 1943 team.
Ends Eddis Freman and Chip
Clark were picked, as was tackle
Mavis Cagle, placekieking specialist. Billy Poe, flashy wingback,
was the fifth Tiger representative.
On the second team all-state
were Ralph Jenkins, Bob Turner,
Marion Woods, James Sultis, Carol
Cox, and Bobby Gage. Sam Butz,
Jud Davis, Alton Cumbie, Jim
Hough, and Dewey Quinn received
honorable mention.
Bob Turner was selected on the "
UP all-Southern first team; Mavis Cagle, Marion Woods, and Marion Butler made the second team,
and Jud Davis got honorable mention,
Receiving honorable mention on
ALL-AMERICAN AND ALLrSOUTHERN
the AP all-southern team were
Captain Ralph Jenkins, Tiger center made the AP AUEddis Freeman, Mavis Cagle, Bob
American third team and both the AP and UP AllTurner, Marion Woods, James SulSouthern first teams. Receiving honorable mention on
tis, Alton Cumbie, "Butch" Butthe AP All Southern team were Freeman, Turner and
ler, and Billy Poe.
Cagle. Woods and Sultis, and Butler, Cumbie, Poe jand
Jenkins and Turner were selectCox.
ed on the Virginia Tech all-opponBob Turner was selected on the UP All-Southern first ent team.

tame by coming from behind in the second half to score two
touchdowns and win 23-6. Some 15,000 fans witnessed the
fame.
It was a good game, but there is no doubt that the Tigers were not playing up to the standard they set for
themselves in tjhe VPI, Tulane, and Georgia Tech.
gamies. But three weeks in a row of nearly perfect
football is about as much as any team can manage.
Eddis Freeman's failure to play because of sickness
considerably hurt the Tiger's passing game.
There is little doubt that the Deacons outplayed the Tigers.
lick Sacrinty, whom the Tigers have since unanimously ajreed was the best backfield performer they played against
this year, certainly proved to be the great player he is noted
lo be, and the entire Wake Forest line lived up to its reputation of being big, to.ugh, and hard to handle.
Butch Butler's quick-kicking was again outstanding,
averaging 45 yards on four kicks. Jenkins played his
usual good game, and also Cagle, Clark, and Turner
played good ball.
SEASON'S RECORD
Even though the Tigers were downed in their last game
jy Wake Forest, whom they had been picked to defeat, the
L945 season as a whole can be considered very successful.
Phe Clemson team won six games, from P. C. 76-0, N. C.
STATE 13-0, Pensacola Naval Air Station 7-6, VPI 35-0,
Tulane 47-20, and Georgia Tech. 21-7; lost to Georgia 0-20,
|;o Miami, 6-7, and to Wake Forest 6-13; and tied Carolina
-.0.
The Tigers scored 211 points against 73 for their opponents, made 112 first downs against 92, and gained a total
if 2788 yards rushing and passing to 2028.

team; Cagle, Woods, and Butler on the second team, and
)avis received honorable mention.
It seems peculiar to us that Jenkins was selected on the
LP All-American third team and on both the AP and UP
Ul-Southern first teams, but did not rate the AP All-State
first team. That seems to be a reflection on the judgment
Df South Carolina Sportwriters, who picked Meeks, of Carolina, over Jenkins.
Just out of curiosity we would like to know just how many
|of the South Carolina spartswriters saw either Clemson
jr Carolina play more than one game this season. Quoting
from THE STATE, "The writers and mentors had a chance
to compare the two (Jenkins and Meeks) in the scoreless
ISouth Carolina-Clemson State Fair game, and from the
■voting, those casting ballots for the All-State team appeared
[agreed that the*Gamecocks upstart deadlocking of the f arovled Tigers was due in large part to Meeks' smashing line
Iplay and headwork in calling the Gamecocks' offensive'
Iplay." Isn't the selection based on the whole season- rather
|than one one sigle game?
Those sportswriters voting for the All-American team
were from all 48 states and tihose voting for the AllSouthern team were from several southern states, and
we prefer to recognize their judgmnt over that of the
S. C. sportwriters.
ALL-STATE
Five of Clemson's pTayers made the AP All-State team
I this season. They were Eddis Freeman and Chip Clark, ends,
Mavis Cagle, tackle, Marion "Butch" Butler and Billy Poe,

I backs.
On the AP second team All-State were Bob Turner,
Itackle, James Sultis and Marion "Footsie" Woods, guards,
|Raph Jenkins, center, and Carol Cox and Bobby Gage, backs.
Tigers receiving honorable mention were Sam Butz, end,
I Jud Davis, guard, and Alton Cumbie, Jim Hough, and1 Dewey
|Quinn, backs.

BASKETBALL
Coach A. W. "Rock" Norman is coach of the basketball
I team. Coach Norman is a graduate of Roanoke College
where he played basketball, football, baseball, and participated in track. After the last war he was in the AEF meet
in Paris and also participated in the Inter-Ally Meet in Paris,
taking part in the pentathlon event, consisting of 220 yard
dash, broad jump, shot put, discus throw and one mile run.
Coach Norman came here in February" as freshman football, varsity basketball, and track coach. Before coming here
he coached at Roanoke College, Bailey Military Institute^
Furman, South Carolina, and the Citadel.
The Tigers lost their first game last Wednesday night
to the University of Georgia by a 41-34 score, which
wasn't too bad as most of the players had had only one
or two days practice.
Eddis Freeman is the only holdover from the last year'^
first team. Four other football players, Reynolds, Pruitt1,
Quinn, and Doyle started against the Bulldogs.

FOOTBALL TEAM
GIVEN BANQUET
IN GREENVILLE

EDDIS FREEMAN
Clemson

RALPH JENKINS
Clemson

Ed Danforth, sports editor of
the Atlanta Journal, was the principal speaker at a banquet given
for the football team, coaching
staff, and college officials by the
Greenville alumni chapter on Dec.
4. Some 200 guests were present at the banquet, which was held
in the Poinsett Hotel dining room
in Greenville.
Danforth, who said he covered
eleven games this season, rank*
ed Clemson above Duke and
L.S.U., the teams showing the
best performance against
Tech in Atlanta this season. He
also said the best teams he saw
in action this season were Army
and Clemson,
Coach Howard introduced the
squad, consisting of three seniors,
sevep juniors, ten sophomores, and
thirty-three freshmen to the assemblage. He said he thought
Clemson had a'"pretty good reason" and thanked the Greenville
Alumni chapter for the banquet.
"Uncle Jake" Woodward, secretary of the Clemson alumni association spoke briefly, as did Mr.
J. C. Littjejohn, business manager.
Coaches Speedy Speer, of Greenville High, and Jerome Jay, of
Parker High, were present with
some of their players.
Lt. Col. Joe Payne, Capt. Oliver
Payne, Sgt. Bob Bruce, Sgt. Monteith Byers, and other former
Clemson players and coaches recently discharged were introduced.

BULL CAGLE
Clemson •

Tiger Cagers Lose
Opener To Georgia
Georgia took the lead in the
second half of the Tiger's opening
basketball game to win 41-34 last
Wednesday night. The score was
tied 18*18 at the end of the half.
Pruitt lead the Tigers in points
scored with 13. Clemson missed
13 of 23 attempted foul shots.
The box;
Clemson
G F PF
J. Pruitt, f
5
3
0
Reynolds, f
0
1
0
Wright, f
JO
1
0
Clark, f
0
0
0
Doyle, c
3
2
1
Howard, c
. _0
0
0
4
Quinn, g
3
0
Freeman, g
0
3
I
Sarratt, g
1
0
1
Crawford, g
0
0
0
TOTAL —

12

G
GEORGIA
Russell, f
0
Fabian, f
4
Ptuitt, f
0
Maddon, c
, ^8
Mathis, c
0
Dela Pierriere, g —3
Bagwell, g
4

10

7

34

F PF
0

TP

1
0
1
0
1
0

4
1
3
0
4
1

0
9
0
17
0
7
8

TOTALS
19
3 17
41
Free throws missed: Clemson—
Doyle 4, Sarratt 3, Quinn 2, Reynolds, Wright, Freeman, Crawford;
Georgia—Maddon 3, Russell 2, Fabian 2.
COPY FOR OSCAR may be
mailed to: Oscar, care of Box 533.
If he approves, Oscar will use it.

Classes of 1915
And 1920 Term
Reunion "Fine"
Cage^ScheduIe
Is Announced

Two members of the faculty of
the Entomology Department attended a national meeting of the
Economic Entomologists at Dallas,
Texas during the week of December 3 through the 9th. These men
The basketball schedule for the
were
Prqfessor Franklin Sherman,
remainder of the season is as folHead of the Department of Entolows:
mology; and David Dunavan, assoDec. 20—Ga. Tech, in Atlanta
ciate professor of Entomology.
Jan. 5—Ga. Tech at Clemson
Accompanying these men were:
7—N. C. State at Clemson
W. C. Nettles, Extension service
8—Wofford in Spartanburg
A former Clemson football play- Entomologist; and J. A. Berly,
15—Furman at Clemson
er held down the center position associate of the state entomologist
17—Wofford at Clemson
of the powerful, undefeated 71st crop pest commission.
19—Duke at Clemson
Division team this season. Big
Professor Sherman, is a past
23—P. C. at Clinton
Jim Austell, of Blacksburg, started
president of the national organiza26—S. C. at Clemson
in six games for the Red Circle
tion. He presided over the con?
Feb. 2—P. C. at Clemson
eleven which saw the contenders
5—Davidson at Clemson
for the. mythical ETO champion- ference when it was held in CleveT
8—S. C. at Columbia
ship gather up 197 points against land in 1930.
9—Citadel at Charleston
21 for their opponents.
A REAL THRILL: To see your
13—N. C. State at Raleigh
Austell was teamed up with own feature story, news story, or
14—Duke at Durham
"Monk" Gafford, who played with
15—Davidson at Davidson
editorial in print and realize that
Auburn
gainst Clemson in 1942.
19—Furman at Greenville
it's not bad.
21—Georgia at Athens
Coached by Sam Bartholomew,
23—Citadel at Clemson
graduate of the University of Ten- modified single-wing
formation
nessee and former Philadelphia patterned ofter Coach Neyland's
Eagles player, the team used a Tennessee model.

Big Jim Ausfell
Played Center For
Red Circle Team

CLEMSON MEN:

Clemson's homecoming event
held at the College, December 1st,
was the biggest in the history of
the College. Several thousand old
grads attended the football game
and more than a thousand, including their wives, attended the luncheon in the Field House at midday
Saturday.
The class of 1920 held its twentyfifth reunion and had at the banquet Friday night in the Mess Hall,
more than eighty old grads, who
with their families, ran the total
considerable over one hundred at
the banquet. Frank Kolb, presided at the banquet, Dr. Daniel was
the principal speaker and was in
his usual form, which is tops.
The Class of 1915 held their reunion on Saturday and had between
thirty and forty of their old class-

The Tigers failed to make good
two possible touchdowns in the
first half. During the first period
Chip Clark blocked a Deacon kick,
and Turner recovered it on the
Wake Forest 20. Reynolds fumbled on the first play and Wake
Forest recovered. A short time
later, however, Clemson got a.
first dowry on the Deacon 20. Butler passed to Clark, who was wide
open near the end zone, but the
ball hit his hands 'and bounded out.
Then Wake Forest held and took'
over the ball on downs.
The rest of the first half was
taken up with the ball changing
hands often. Neither team seemed to be able to make any yardage
against the stubborn line of the
other.
An inspired Wake Forest team
returned to the field after the half
and took complete control of
things. Nick Sacrinty broke loose
about the middle of the third quarter and on some beautiful blocking dashed 52 'yards to score. Sacrinty's run climaxed a 73 yard
touchdown drive.
His brother
kicked the extra point.
The Deacons made several long
drives during the second half,
but kicks by Butler of 57, 58, and
60 yards, and one 29 yard punt
that went out on the Deacon 4
yard line saved the Tigers. They
were in the hole however, from
the time Reynolds fumbled the
ball on the kickoff after the
first Wake Forest tally and recovered on the Tiger 2 yard line.
Late in the third quarter Sacrinty passed from his 27 to Kinsey for
4? yards. In two runs Sacrinty
picked up 12 yards and a first.
down on the Tiger 18. Then he
passed to Harris for 9 more. In '■
two, plays he moved the ball to the _
four, where ho fumbled, but Hat1
teree recovered as the third quarter ended. In two more plays Sacrinty pushed the ball over. The
extra point was no good.
The Tigers' passing was hurt because of sickness of Eddis Freeman, pass catching specialist, and
their defense was hurt by the absence from all but three minutes
of the game of Marion "Footsie"
Woods.
STATISTICS
Clemson W. F.
9
First downs
i
6
300
Total net gain
135
Passes attempted
7
10
8
Pases completed
2
2
Passes intercepted
1
120
Yards by passing
26
20
Punting av.
45
3
Op. fumbles ree'd
0
25
Yards penalized
20
mates back. They were entertained
with a tea given at the home ofJ. B. Monroe, immediately after
the football game on Saturday.
While we did not win the football game, everybody was happy to
be back at the old schejol and showed the intense interest, which the .
old grads and former students hold
for the institution.

H. H. Willis
TEXTILE

CONSULTANT

We invite you to make your headquarters here while in
Anderson

■*%

JOB ANALYSIS

ANDERSON'S FINEST

TIME STUDY

John C. Calhoun Hotel

PLANT SURVEY

ANDERSON, S.'C.

COST SYSTEMS
ARBITRATION

Anderson Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

WASTE CONTROL

WHY DO CLEMSON'S

Anderson, S. C.

Heyward Mahon Co.
GREENVILLE, S. C.

LABOR RELATIONS
and
JOB SIMPLIFICATION

CADETS
I

Standards Department

CUT A CLEAN FIGURE?

I
f

Orgnaize

'
BECAUSE THEIR LAUNDRY IS DONE BY THE

I

Train Your Men to Run

J

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
'Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville"

Standards Department

!

CADET LAUNDRY

!

Clemson, S. C.

Telephone 5611
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Former TIGER Editor

Dr. G. H. Aull Outstanding
Southern Ag. Economist
Heads Department of Agriculture Economics
And Rural Sociology. Is a Member of Many
By Fred Norris, Jr.

Through continued study and
work he received his PhD degree
from University of Wisconsin in
The members are composed of
1937.
all company and staff executive
He has at various times been re- sergeants and are: W. H. Owen,
tained on a part time basis as Con- J. A. Mahaffey, J. W. Hawkins,
G. F. Lewis ,A. B. Kitchen, F. Y.
Jeffords, D. P. Folk, R. R. Mellette, E. 0. Harris, N. C. Wessinger, J. M. Moorer, G. Z. Siokos,
N. M. Harre, J. M. Perry, F J.
Bishop, J. W. Evans, C. E. Lowder,
M. 0. Brunson, D. C. Salley, E. E.
Jones, and T. M. Wolfe.

S

Heads

Harold Payne, president of the
Senior Class and Chairman of
the Senior Council,, and It. S. Collins, president of the Junior
Class, are pictured above. Payne
and Collins called a joint meeting of both classes for last
Thursday to discuss the many
problems which will face both
classes in helping to return the
school to more normal conditions.

sultant to the National Resources
Planning Board, the Farm Credit
Administration and other Federal
and State agencies,
including
about 18 months as a part time
public member of the National War
Labor Board (Region IV). All of
these i services have Contributed to
the prestige of Clemson.
Active In Many Things
Dr. Aull is active in a large
number of organizations. The
professional
associations
of
which he is a member include the
American Farm Economic Asso.,
American Political Science Association, the National Tax Assoc, the Southern Economic
Assoc, and the Rural Sociological Society. He is a Past Adjutant of the local post of the
American Legion. He is a mem"ber and past president of the Anderson Rotary Club and a former Scoutmaster and Troop Committeeman of the local Boy
Scout troop. He is also one of
seven members (the only one
from the South) on the Agricultural Policy Committee of the
American Assoc. of Land Grant
Colleges and Universities. His
oilier interests include4h.e International Torch Club and the
Clemson Baptist
Church' of
which he has been Treasurer for
about 15 years.
Of the Clemson Organizations,
Dr. Aull is a member of Phi Kappa Phi, Alpha Zeta, Gamma Alpha
Mu, and an honorary member of
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YOU WILL FIND

GOOD FOOD

tributing money in order to obtain
a noted band for the dances. Tie
CDA also wishes to express it's
regrets that the concert, which was
scheduled for Friday afternoon,
November 30, was unable to be
given. ' This, McElreath explained
was due the last minute' change of
bands.
A large number of Clemson
graduates were present for the
dances. These graduates included
five or six old CDA members, who
expressed their delight in having
a big name band for Clemson
dances once again.
The CDA has made plans for a
dance to be held on the nights of
Feb. 8 and 9. Music for the occasion will be furnished by Johnnie
Satterfield and his
orchestra.
There will be a Tea Dance from
3:30 'til 5:30 Friday afternoon with
a Formal that night that will last
from 9 'til 1. Saturday afternoon
there will be a thirty minute concert and that night there will be
an informal dance from 8 'til 12.
In a recent meeting of the CDA
T. A. Covington was elected a Junior member. No other elections
were made pending the arrival of
some old CDA members that have
been in the service and will be returning to school.

follows: Simon Fogarty, President; R. H. Hanckel, Vice-President; T. E. Thornhill, Secretary;
C. W. Carroll, Treasurer.
The club is making plans for a
dance to be held during the Christmas holidays at Charleston. The
club is expecting a large number
of Clemson cadets to attend.

Blue Key. He is also faculty advisor for the Agrarian.
The subject of tariatipn is one in
which Dr. Aull is most interested.
He has done an enormous research
in this field and in it has made one
of his greatest contributions to his
state and- nation. Senator . MayT
bank, when \goy., appointed Dr.
Aull as ,pnei ,pif„4>-fea^jn,i^Lee -of
thrte'"ttr ■■ K'orve: with ra' similar
group, from each of the House and
Senate. Dr. Aull is the author of
many bulletins and tax studies.
Some of his most important works
are Taxation and "Ability to pay,"
"A' Brief History of the S. C. Experiment Station,"
"Some Inegrialities in the assessment of
Farm Real Estate," and Anderson
"After the War."
Those who,know Dr. Aull best
admire him for his wise judgment and thoughtful advice. His
ability to speak interestingly and
intelligently to any group large
or small is another admirable
quality of his. As for his journalistic and research ability,
there is sufficient evidence to
prove he is quite capable. With
his devoted incessant earnestness in all his tasks, he has accomplished much in bringing
valuable . Service, prestige, and
honor to his state and college.
For his many brilliant achievements we are indeed proud to
have him a part of Clemson and
the Clemson tradition.

Dr. F. D. Farrell, former president of Kansas State, arrived on
the campus December 15, and will
soon begin his duties as visiting
professor in the Department of
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology. Dr. Farrell is now
Professor of Rural .Institutions at
Kansas State and is particularly
in rural social and economic problems.
Dr. Farrell is a past president
of the American Association of
Land Grant Colleges and Universities. He is a very excellent
speaker and will speak at chapel
on Wednesday,'December 19.

Talk of the Town
(Continued from Editorial Page)
now we have to settle with a
plain little white nameplate,
which isn't always visible, as a
means of identification. Why
was this done? I will not try to
answer this question except to
say that I see no harm what so
ever in shaving a boys head.
Hair will always grow out and
the experience is well worth the
sacrifice.
When the time for the Carolina
game rolled around that head of
hair had to be parted or in went
"Zip." All of a sudden that was
stopped with no explanation to the
student body. I was told recently
that the reason was because of the
food shortages. \ Why couldn't this
have been explained to us instead
of sending a military official clown
into the Mess Hall to discontinue
the "sport" thereby increasing the
(friction; between -the*~stod«irt--body
and the college officials? I imagine that it was another one of
those "things" and we were supposed to accept this radical procedure without asking questions.
We must teach the freshman
of today and of the next few
semesters the traditions and customs of old Clemson before we
leave because they will be the
leaders of the student body in a
very short time. If they know
nothing of the ways that the
student body was run, they cannot possibly help in the postwar conversion and there is no
telling how the school will end
up. It may be so radically different that we wouldn't know
Clemson as the same school if
we paid a visit here in a few
years after graduation.
I implore all of the veterans
who were in Clemson before the
war to come to the assistance of
the student body and to teach
them the ways of old Clemson- before they leave or before it is too
late to choose the old path ways.
If we can work up a union of the

at the

THE COLLEGE CAFE
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Charleston County Pinckney Talks On
Club Reorganized School Spirit In
The officers of the Charleston
County Club for the coming year Chapel Program
have been elected. They are as

Dr. F. D, Farrell
Big Dance In Feb. To Visit Agr. Ec.
(Continued from page 1)
Depts. As Prof.
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Class

The Executive Sergeant's Club
lias formed an active chapter here
and elected officers at a recent
meeting.
G. F. Lewis, Pre-Med., Orlando, Fla., was elected President;
F. Y. Jeffords, Ag. Ed., Timmonsville, Vice-President; and R. RMellette, Pre-Med., Aiken, SecTreas.

Important National and Local Organizations
George Herbert Aull, head of
Clemson's Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, was born in Pomaria (Newberry County) South Carolina, October 16, 1899. He was one of the
eight children of John C. and Eugenia (Long) Aull. Five of these
eight have graduated from Clemson. There he established for
himself a fine record. He clearly
manifested » his leadership and
journalistic abilities, for he became
editor of the "TIGER", business
manager of the "Agricultural
Journal," advertising manager of
the "TAPS," (Annual), Y.M.C.A.
editor of the "Chronicle," and a
hiember of the Y.M.C.A. Cabinet.
While at Clemson he earned money
py washing glassware for the botany department, waiting on tables
in the mess hall, minding babies
for the faculty, writing essays for
prizes, and painting advertisement
signs. He once earned a new
tailor made suit of clothes by
painting placards for a suit salesman stopping at the local haberdashery.
'■ After having his college work
interrupted by World War I, in
which he served as acting Supply
Sergeant in the army, he returned
{o Clemson and graduated in 1919
with B.S. degree in Agriculture
with a major in Agricultural chemistryHas Taught Many Years '
• Upon graduation, he took his
first regular job at the First District A & M School in Statesboro,
Georgia. Here he was teacher of
Agriculture, superintendent of the
school farm and commandant of
students. For a little diversion, he
assisted the coach with the foot'ball team.
. In 1920 Dr. Aull returned to his
native state to teach mathematics,
science and agriculture at the Marion High School. Here he also
acted as basketball Coach and at
the same time organizing and
leading a troop of Boy Scouts. It
was while in Marion he met the
girl who later became his wife—
Cleo Dobson, of Gaffney who was
teaching Latin and French in the
same school.
Dr. Aull found himself at
Clemson again in the summer of
1921, this time for what may be
"for keeps." He started out as
Assistant Director of Research
In (he Experiment Station. He
attended the University of Virginia Summer Quarters in 19&6,
27, and 28 and was awarded the
M.S. degree in economics with
a minor in sociology. In 1933
in addition to his other duties he
took over the administration of
the Department of Agricultural
Economics and Rural Sociology,
which position he holds today.

Executive Sgts.
Club Organized
For Coming Year

"Clemson's Finest"
-:SOUTH CAROLINA

CHECKING AND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS INVITED
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Col. Thackston
(Continued from page 1)
of Major in the regular army but
during the war he was advanced to
the rank of full Colonel.
During this war, Colonel Thackston served for two years and four
months in Iceland where he was
decorated with the Legion of Merit
with cluster, and at the headquarters fer the chief of staff in the
Pentagon Building in Washington.
He aided in compiling parts of
General Marshall's historical last
report to the Secretary of War.
Colonel Cunningham stated that
Col. Thackston will be his guest
on the campus the 18th and 19th
of December. The Colonel also
stated that he is delighted at the
prospect of having his former
lieutenant serve with him again
during his last few months of active service.

Tom Clemson
(Continued from Editorial Page)
;alled "brutal instrument recently
outlawed) and hadn't even played
a game of "Cuckoo."
The cutting of a rat's hair is
now a forbidden art of the upperclassmen, and the gentle art of
cutting a rat's ... is fast vanishing. With them is vanishing part
of that which made up the "Clemson Spirit."
T'was once upon time, as you
well remember, Tom, that no student at Clemson ever had -a birthday, got a promotion in rank, or
won any kind of competition that
he was not immediately upon his
appearance om the company hall
grabbed by the rats of his company and "pooled,'-' sometimes in
the Y pool, the pool behind the
ampitheatre, or the water-trough
in the latrine, depending upon the
"poolee's" strength and will to
fight. Often his "old-ladies" would
join in and help him and a real
struggle would occur. This old
custom began to die out in my
sophomore and junior years. With
it died out part of that which made
up the "Clemson Spirit."
Another thing was that wonderful pep and spirit which electrified the campus during the football
season. Prior to the Carolina and
Furman games, from the front
of the windows of every company
in the brigade hung the gay and
colorful company banners; each
was the product of, hours of work
by the members of the companies.
Before these games too,. the cadet
corps really went wild at the big

A. W. COX
Easley, South Carolina
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and

veteans and the Cadets on a nonmilitary basis, I believe that we can'
really start the ball to rolling and
iron out the many wrinkles that
confront us. I am not asking the
veterans to take part in any type
of military but I do ask them to
work with the Cadet Corps and
teach them the things they need to
know.
In this issue of the TIGER there
is a letter, to Tom Clemson speaking of the degraduation of the
"Clemson Spirit." It would please
me greatly to see the Cadet Corps
right itself from its topsy- turvy
state and do the things that would
leave no room for remarks from
people who really know how the
school should be run.
I have listed some of the things
that we are doing wrong and
some things that we are not doing at all. Let's think about
these things over the holidays
and come back prepared for a
fresh
start toward making
Clemson bigger, better, and more
like the. old boys used to know
it.

FOR SALE
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Members of the various church
choirs at Clemson have again joined together to present the Christmas cantata, which received much
acclaim here last year. The program is again "The Christ Child,"
which is the Christmas Story put
to music by the noted American
composer, Charles B.^Hawley.
The Entire chorus of about 50
voices is made 'up of campus people including a few high school
students and college cadets, and
is under^the direction of Mrs.
Harold Cochran. Accompaniment
will be played on two pianos by
Mrs. E. J. Freeman and Mrs. R. K.
Eaton. Special solos are to be
rendered by the following: Rev.
John Pinckney, Cadet Craig Turner, Mrs. Edna Laurence, Cadet
Perry Trakas, Mrs. Ebb Ware,
Mrs. Frances Carwisle Herrington,
Mrs. Harold Cochran.

pep meetings. In a recent TIGER,
I read that one cadet had said
that his old high school had better
pep meetings than Clemson. Things
must have really changed then
because never have I seen anything wilder, noiser, or peppier
than those old Clemson pep meetings unless it was the V-E and V-J
celebrations in New York. Dressed
in old clothes and carrying every
available kind of noise-maker, the
entire cadet corps gathered in the
chapel after supper. They yelled
and cheered and stomped as if an
earthquake had hit it. On the
eve of the Furman game, after
and hour or two in the chapel the
crowd rushed down to the area
n front of the field house. There
\ huge pile of trash and wooden
Doxes had been accumulating for
some time. As the pile was set afire and flames roared skyward,
the crowd ran around and round
it with indescribable yelling and
cheering. When the fire died down,
off went the crowd, rushing
through the campus and Chiggerville. Then, after the exhausted
cadet corps had gone to bed, on
beat the big drum echoing through
out the night with its "BEAT
THE HELL OUT OF FURMAN,
BEAT THE HELL OUT OF
FURMAN." But all of that is
gone now, I hear. With it has gone
a great part of that whieh went (x>
make up, ,the "Clemson - Spirit."
When one hears complaints that
nothing is like it used to be, that
no one ever speaks on passing,
that the old "Clemson Spirit" is
gone, it is easy to see why. If in
making a high-powered cocktail,
we have the base, say the gingerale, and leave out the stuff that

Memorial Service
On Dec. 7th Was
Impressive Affair
On Dec. 7, in the college chapel,
a memorial service was. held for
our service men who lost their
lives, during the second World
War. The program was very impressive with the stage being decorated with beautiful plants and
greenery. In the center of the
stage a white cross could be visualized ..being lighted up by candles.

Tewkesbury Is

The program was opened by Dr.
S. J. L. Crouch, followed by a short
address by Dr. R. F. Poole. The
names of the men who have been
killed in action were then read by
the pastors of their respective
churches. The service was' closed
with a prayer by The Rev. Ben
Clark and a benediction by Father
Lufrio.

Christmas Service

(Continued from page 1)
Cadets return to the gray uniforms.
Tewkesbury stated that it was
his intention to keep in close contact with the President and to act
in the better interests of the veterans and Clemson in general
which is really he same thing.
Most veterans have said that a
strong veterante organization was
necessary in view of the fact that
it was only a\hort time before the
veteran body would have a mighty
voice in campus1 affairs. What
was accomplished at this meeting
was a big step in the right .direction and the attitude and expressed aims of the elected officers
should be encouraging to those
who feel any uneasiness about the
effect of such a large body of veterans on the school as whole.
packs the wallop, the various kinds
jf liquors, the drink is flat and
weak. That is the state of Clemson
today.
The base of the old "Clemson
Spirit", the cadet corps, is there;
however, the various aforementioned things which packed the
wallop have been taken away.
Let's get them back and see that
old "Clemson Spirit" back again!!
John Califf.

(Continued from page 1)
the church was beautifully decorated under the leadership of Mrs.
Frank C. Anderson. Cadets served as ushers and also a few of
them, each with a lighted candle,
led the congregation to. the alter
at the close of the service for the
presentation of the "White Christmas" gifts to Epwoth Orphanage.
The Baptist Church was the
scene of a most beautiful candlelighting service. Under the direction of Mrs. C. C. Norman, the
service was excellently presented.
The service featured solos by: Mrs.
C. L. Morgan, who sang "Beautiful.
Message; Mrs. C. C. Morgan, who
sang "He Shall Feed His Flock";
and Miss Betty Cannon, who sang
the Obligato to "Holy Night." The
highlight of the service was the
presentation of the Manger Scene.
Mrs. L. G. Kelly appeared as Mary,
while Dr. G. H. Collings portrayed
Joseph. Following a short sermon
by Rev. Cole, the lighting, of the
candles took place after the benediction was given.
The service
closed with the choir and the congregation joining together in singing "Joy To The World."
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The Christ Child'
Be 'Given Tues.

In a recent address given at the
College Chapel on the subject
"College Spirit," Rev.. J. A. Pinckney stated that College Spirit on
this campus has been lost.
To
prove his point he said that at the
V.P.I, game less than half the student body were in the bleachers to
cheer the team on to victory and
less than half the band there for
noise.
He went on to say that we have
a glorious heritage and "A college spirit of past years that was
unmatched in the country;" but
that spirit is apparently gone and
we must revive our old Clemson
spirit and retain our heritage. He
stressed the fact that we have a
glorious name, "Country Gentlemen," that we must not lose it.
Again he referred to the V.P.I,
game, this time the ungentlemanly
conduct of what cadets were present, who rushed from the stands
for a fight in the end zone while
the team, the representatives of
the school, tried to play a football
game He called to attention that
no one tried to stop the little camprfs boys from pulling colors from
the goal posts, and said that one
wouldn't expect that from a "Country Gentleman."
In closing *he said, "March on
Clemson men to greater heights,
building a stronger heritage and
holding your honored name high
in the sky. You have the power
and the will to do so. Exercise
that power, that will—put duty to
self—put responsibility to college
and its purpose before pleasure .
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